In cooperative software development, each programmer has their own plans and conflicts or redundancies inevitably arise among them. We are concerned with two main problems:
INTRODUCTION
One of the major problems in software projects is how to manage changes to software artifacts. programmers change software based on certain plans. In cooperative software development, in which parallel development is allowed as much as possible, each programmer may take actions based on their own plans. Sooner or later, conflicts or redundancies will inevitably arise among these plans. Some of them might compete with each other for software modules while others might have the common goals. These problems hinder the programmers' activities and reduce the project's performance and productivity.
A proper change
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In this paper, we are concerned with the two main problems in change control:
1. To control changes without sacrificing programmers' flexibility 2. To guide programmers' change activities to follow project policies Studies of cooperative software development mainly discuss the first problem. Several systems [22, 1] help programmers merge their work when conflicts are found. Kaiser [12] extends the traditional database transaction model to give programmers flexible controls over transactions. Softbench [4] provides an event-based architecture in which programmers are notified when some state changes, such as changes to source code, or tool invocations.
In these systems, it is the programmers that are responsible for resolving conflicts among their tasks.
In the traditional configuration management methodology [2, 25] , the second problem is treated as configuration control which focuses on the change request management process. The elements and the structure of the process are rigidly defined so that management tools can assist change request managers or the configuration control board in controlling programmers' change activities to comply with the project constraints. If, however, change request management is performed only from the project viewpoint, it can easily becomes a bureaucratic system [11] . Therefore it is very important to consider programmers' individual viewpoints and try to avoid diverting the programmers from their creative activities.
With the pros and cons of these methodologies in mind our approach to the problems is an attempt to extend change request management concepts based on plan integration framework [24] in the AI planning paradigm. In this papef, we wish to describe an architecture which deals with proposal of changes. It seamlessly supports both change coordination by programmers and the management process to have changes converge until they meet the project goals. We first describe the concepts underlying our approach and outline our assumptions about the context of the architecture.
Then we describe the PCRM(Plan-based Change Request Management) system which is an experimental implementation of our architecture and discuss its three aspects: the change plan integration algorithm, conflict and redundancy resolution through negotiations, and customizable representation of a change management process.
CHANGE
REQUEST MANAGEMENT BASED ON PLAN INTEGRATION A typical change request form [25] in traditional configuration management is essentially an informal plan description for the change because it contains the information such as the purpose of the change, items to be changed, when the change can be done, and the expected effect of the change. These correspond to a goat, resources, a pre-condition and a post-condition of a plan description, respectively. Therefore, change request management can be performed through integrating change plans into a consistent project plan for the changes.
Plan integration
is usually useful in a relatively static environment.
Software development is not such a environment because it is difficult to discern and/or articulate all the constraints a-priori for a software system [21] . However, when the assumptions made at a particular integration point is invalidated by later changes in the environment, one can express the discrepancies as new change requests, which will be inputs to the next plan integmtion. Therefore, if the integration procedure could be done easily and repeatedly, plan integration would be a worthwhile support for change control~in software development.
Not only the result of the integration but also the process itself would be very useful. If it could be done through sociat protocols, programmers could reach an agreement about change activities in the project.
In our architecture, change plans are written by programmers who concentrate on their own goals and are then passed to the change request management system that performs the integration.
The plan integration process proceeds with checking relationships among plans to find conflicts and redundancies, and resolves them. Progmmmers can take part in the resolution process, and, therefore, the management system can respect their original intentions as much as possible. It is also important for the management system to resolve the conflicts and the redundancies in such a way that the change plans can comply with project policies. The integration process with such features ensures that every affected programmer has reached global consensus on the integrated plan for changes which meets the project's goals.
Change plan integration in the PCRM system has the following features:
(1) Selection strategies of actions to resolve conflicts and redundancies. The system has flexible strategies to se-
lect a list of possible actions to resolve conflicts and redundancies.
Resolving conflicts and redundancies through negotiations. The system mediates between the programmers by creating a communication channel and suggesting the possible actions.
An tailorable representation of project's change management policies. Several levels of customization are provided to tailor the system according to project requirements.
Our Assumptions
We make several assumptions which allow us to concentrate on the problems in change request management.
-Some form of version and configuration management system (such as RCS, CVS [3] ) is available to identify software items to be changed, and it can be accessed by the PCRM system.
-Programmers are in a networked environment which allows them to work in both their local work space as well as the global space provided by the version and configuration system. Whenever they want to make changes to software items in the global space, they have to propose the changes.
-There exists a base system (which, for example might be the previously released system) from which the new system is evolved.
-One of the programmers operates the PCRM system as a Change Request manager (the CR manager),
OVERVIEW
OF THE PCRM SYSTEM Figure  1 shows how change request information is processed in the PCRM system. ,,,,,::,/~f l/ ..::m'-: 
Integration
of Change Plans The PCRM system starts integration of the given CHANGE TASKS. Whenever a conflict or a redundancy is found, the system creates a list of possible actions based on project policies and executes one of the actions which is determined by negotiations among the programmers. After resolving every conflict and redundancy, the system outputs an integrated plan for the requested changes. This plan may bean input to another integration if necessary.
The Architecture of the PCRM System The architecture of the PCRM system is shown in Figure  2 , The main part of the system consists of a set of agents: the plan integrator, the negotiator, the knowledge base, and the user interface agent. The kernel of the system is the plan integrator which contains the consistency checker, the conflict resolver, and the action executor. We have enhanced Oval [16] with a Prolog-based inference mechanism and implemented these agents as special Oval agents. Users of the system can create change-related descriptions as semistructured Oval objects and exchange them over a network using Oval's communication mechanism, which has a conversation tracking function similar to the Coordinator [27] .
In the rest of the paper, we will describe in details how the PCRM system integrates CHANGE PLANs into a consistent plan.
INTEGRATION
OF CHANGE PLANS THROUGH NEGOTIATIONS The basic plan integration algorithm used by the PCRM system is an enhanced version of [24] . His framework includes a mechanism for reasoning about resources focusing on situation-dependent operators (i.e. CHANGE TASKS in our case) which consume and produce resources. Therefore it provides a good theoretical basis for our approach in which handling software resources is an indispensable aspect of CHANGE TASKS. There are three major enhancements in our algorithm: 3)
Conflict resolution strategies based on domain knowledge.
We enhanced the original algorithm by adding tailorable strategies to include project policies for managing change requests.
Conflict
and redundancy resolution through negotiations.
The original algorithm constructs integrated plans by applying every possible conflict resolution operations without user interaction. In change request management, however, it is highly desirable to have affected programmers participate in the decision making process so that they can arrive at a consensus on how to resolve conflicts.
We have enhanced the algorithm by adding a negotiation support mechanism for that purpose.
Handling software resources, In the original algorithm, a resource has its amount and is consumable. However, if a resource is, for example, a software module, one cannot consume it, nor change the amount of it, in the original sense. We have extended definitions of consumption and amounts of resources.
Although discussing correctness of the algorithm is beyond the scope of this paper, the enhancements do not affect the correcmess of the original algorithm since our algorithm is a domain-specific variant of the original one.
REPRESENTING CHANGE PLANS In this section we formally define CHANGE PLANs.
A CHANGE PLAN consists ofi 1) A set of CHANGE TASKS or tasks. Each task must have a goal, preconditions, and effects. There are two special tasks: the initial task I and the final task G1. I has no precondition, and has the effect of asserting the propositions and producing resources in the amounts specified in the initial state. G has no effects, and has preconditions specifying the propositions and lower bounds on Esource production specified in the goal state.
2) A partial order< on tasks. If i c j then i must precede j in any total ordering that extends the partial order. The initial task I must precede every other task, and the final task G must follow every other task. We say that each producer P of some resource r is a supplier for each consumer C of r that follows P, and each consumer C of some resource r is a competitor for any consumer C' of r that might follow C. Two consumers of the same resource that are unordered with respect to each other are mutual competitors.
3) A set of causal links of the form <i, p, j> where i and j are tasks such that i c j, i asserts p, and p is a precondition of j. We say that i is the establisher of j. 4) Associated with each task S is the guaranteed resource supply (GRS), a lower bound on the level of each resource in the input state of S (the state immediately preceding S's execution).
The GRS value of S with respect to resource r can be calculated as the amount of r produced by the suppliers of r that must precede S minus the amount of r consumed by the competitors of r that might precede S. 5) A software resource is modeled as a resource that is consumed and produced in equal amounts by a CHANGE TASK which uses it. The CHANGE TASK may also produce anew version of the resource. 6) Amount of a software resource is used to indicate the number of parallel tasks, that are allowed to be simultaneously executed using the resource. The initial amount is always 1. For example, 2 CHANGE TASKS A and B can be executed at the same time using a module M if the amount of M is increased to 2 and the GRS values in 1 To make a CHANGE PLAN description simpler, the PCRM system allows user to write a CHANGE PLAN without specifying the initial and final tasks. In such a case, the system automatically adds the two special tasks to the CHANGE PLAN at the integration time.
A and B are both 1. Although how to execute these parallel tasks with the same resource depends on execution environments, A and B may create a binary branch in a version tree of the module M, 7) The amount of a software resource cannot be increased more than the number of tasks allowed to be executed at the same time, If such a task is withdrew after the amount of the resource is increased, the amount should be decreased. The amount of a software resource is always related to the number of the existing tasks which use the resource and there should be no "stock" of it.
CONFLICTS
AND REDUNDANCY Our algorithm first initializes a plan by creating two special CHANGE TASKS: I and G. I is the initial producer of all relevant resources and has the effect of asserting all ISSUEs. ISSUEs are consistent at this point because they have been already screened by the CR manager. G has a precondition which includes the aggregate goals of CHANGE PLANs to be integrated. -A causal link <i, p, j> is unsafe if there is some k that deletes p which might occur between i and j. Such a k is called a clobberer, -A resource deficit <C, D occurs when there is a consumer C of some resource r such that GRS(C, r) < Precond(C, r), where Precond(C, r) is the amount of r required by C and is 1 if r is a software resource.
An open precondition is a pair <p, j> where p is a precondition of j and there is no causal link of the form ci, p, j>.
-A CHANGE TASK i is redundant ifi 1) For each causal link of the form <i, p, j> there is a node k that asserts p such that k is possibly before j and possibly after each clobberer C of the causal link.
2) The set of resources used by i are included in the set of resources used by k.
3) For each resource r produced by i, there is a way to reorder consumers and producers of r to avoid any resource deficits with respect to r.
An Example
The following example illustrates intuitive interpretations and possible resolutions of the conflicts and redundancies defined above. Suppose that a team of programmers is working on an e-mail system. In this system, e-mail messages are (1) tweived, (2) converted into internal objectoriented data, and (3) saved into files. The modules responsible for these operations are GetMail, Objectified, and SaveObject. Regarding these operations, there are three ISSUEs in the current release of the system:
ISSU&
There is a minor bug in saving objects ISSUEb: Saving many objects is too slow. ISSUEC: POP3(Post Office Protocol) support is needed.
To solve these ISSUEs, three CHANGE PLANs are created. Each CHANGE PLAN has one CHANGE TASK in ic Ta FIX the bug in saving objects Tb: Speed up saving objects Tc: Add new e-mail protocol POP3 Another resource deficit may occur among Tb and Tc regarding GetMail and can be handled in a simkrr way.
Based on possible interpretations of conflicts and redundancies, the PCRM system suggests a set of solutions to programmers.
The final decision by the programmers may vary from a low level one like ordering their tasks to a high level one like merging their tasks and changing their original strategy, Sometimes programmers may decide to defer solving conflicts or redundancies until execution time. Even in such a case, the integration process is useful in a sense that the programmers can be aware of the conflicts or redundancies in their tasks priori to executions. Now, we formally define the plan integration algorithm used in the PCRM system. Figure 3 shows the change plan integration algorithm.
The system defined actions are printed in non-bold italics.
There are two execution modes in our algorithm.
In the interactive mode, the algorithm produces one integrated plan through interaction with the CR manager and negotiation among programmers; in the batch mode, the algorithm produces possible integrated plans and lists of necessary negotiations to be performed. In this paper, we mainly describe how the algorithm works in
specified in the mguments to plan Q and add Q to the plan work space". Neither interaction nor negotiation occurs. On the other hand, in the interaction mode, it put the actions into a list called a possible action list and invokes the interactive execution procedure we will describe later. Do is also performed interactively in the interactive mode, while it simply applies the action of its argument in the batch mode. the interactive mode. In the algorithm described in Figure 3 , TRY has different semantics in two execution mode. In the batch mode, it means "Construct a new plan Q' by applying every action Table 2 shows the system defined actions in the PCRM system. Although some of them are not explicitly in the algorithm described above, they are in a possible action list as default actions in the interactive mode, so that programmers can choose one of the every possible actions the PCRM can execute. The PCRM system tries to justify the actions in the action list using the knowledge base and sorts them according to the results of the justifications.
Negotiation.
The system attempts to mediate between the potentially affected members and achieve a commitment from them about the resolution 3. Exz?cution. The plan is modified by the selected action.
Each execution is logged for backtracking.
Action Prioritization Phase
The PCRM system has customizable strategies to select appropriate actions. Each action has its own justification rules which consist ofi the technical justification rules, the managerial justification rules and the local justification rules. The PCRM system tries to prove the predicates in the rules which support the execution of an action. If some of the predicates are found to be true, it means that the corresponding action is very likely to be accepted. Figure 4 shows an example of a part of such rules for the action MOVE. This example represents the fact that a CHANGE TASK Tx derived from a person Xs report might precede a CHANGE TASK Ty derived from a person Y's report if the person X has a relation "more-important" with the person Y. This rule justifies MOVE(Tx,Ty) with a high priority.
Primitive relations like "more-important" could be defined explicitly in the knowledge base or in the corresponding objects using the object li~k mechanism in Oval.
-- If the PCRM system finds that multiple persons should be asked for a commitment, the system ask them to negotiate each other to arrive at a consensus about the commitment. Table 3 : An Example of the Negotiation Table In Table 3 , for example, the entry for MERGE(i,j)
shows: 1) OWNER of the action (i.e. the CR manager as a default) and OWNERS of the task i and task j should be asked by the system about the MERGE action; 2) SUB SCRIBERs of both tasks are notified before the negotiation;
3) if the negotiation is done successfully, OWNERS of the resources used in both tasks are notified after the MERGE action.
According to the table, the PCRM system creates a NEGOTIATION object and sends it to relevant programmers to initiate a communication channel. Figure 5 shows a NEGOTIATION object that is sent to programmers at a negotiation in the example described earlier in Table 1 This object contains information about the highest priority action "MOVE" to solve a resource deficit. It also contains links to other actions in the possible action list.
Execution Phase
The PCRM system repeats negotiations until one of them succeeds. In case that every attempts failed, the PCRM manager can proceed by either repeating the negotiation phase again, using a temative approval, or executing one of the action with the manager's authority. Every execution is recorded for the backtracking.
Tentative
Approval and Backtracking In case the PCRM system cannot get an immediate answer from members who are busy or away from their work, the integration phase could proceed with a tentative approval. If (1) the CR manager tells the system to continue the integration without waiting the answer from the members, or (2) a cell <action, person(s)> in the negotiation table has a value TENTATIVE instead of ASK, the system automatically proceeds with a tentative approval of the action. A tentative approval can be changed to real one during the integration. The system checks if there is any tentative approval left in the plan when it executes DONE action at the end of the integration.
A simple backtracking mechanism is supported and the system could restore any previous state of the integration.
REPEATING INTEGRATION When programmers
are performing some of CHANGE TASKS in an integrated plan after an integration, they may need to modify the plan due to the later changes in the situation. In such a case, they can set the status of the CHANGE TASKS in the plan to either acfive, dead or inactive , which means being executed, being withdrawn, or waiting for execution respectively.
This integrated plan with the status information can be re-integrated with other new CHANGE PLANs at the next integration. The status information plays an important role in both the action prioritization phase and the negotiation phase. The standard justification rules include rules such as "Active tasks should not be modified as less as possible.", "Dead tasks should be withdrew jirst. ", and 'rInactive tasks have a higher priority than new tasks because inactive tasks have already been approved". The problem to adapt a plan to a changing environment is known as replanning [26] . The strategy described above is a way of replanning in our architecture with human assistance.
THE KNOWLEDGE BASE The PCRM knowledge base consists of three major parts: 1) conflict resolution strategies which includes the main algorithm; 2) the coordination strategies which includes the actions, the justification rules, the roles, and the negotiation Any pre-and post-integration jobs can be defined as a new action that is executed by an Oval agent. Suppose every CHANGE PLAN in a project should be analyzed by a project manager to estimate the cost of its change, prior to the integration. This can be modeled by defining a new action and assigning the manager to the OWR of the action. The life cycle editor creates an action object and also generates an Oval agent which executes the action whenever the status of any CHANGE PLAN becomes REQUESTED, When the action is to be executed, the system creates a communication channel to the manager so that he/she can do his/her job with the CHANGE PLANs.
The system defined actions that are executed by the plan integrator can be also customized by creating a subtype of them. Although some characteristics of them cannot be changed, user can customize, for example, how to change the status of a CHANGE TASK when a negotiation for an action fails. The causal relationships between proposed changes are maintained so that negotiations can be supported. Although their negotiation protocol could be modeled in our customizable representation of a change management process, their architecture has a database transaction concept which is currently out of the scope of our work. Another difference is that our system can model the project's policies on change request management.
Softbench [4] features an event notification mechanism that notifies a change event when the change has been made. It is the opposite approach of notification compared to ours. Kaiser [12] has extended the traditional databme transaction models to support the notion of long-term transactions. Their concepts for cooperative development: uctivi[y interaction and programmer interaction could provide a very good basis to combine our framework with execution environments because these concepts could fit well to our support of replanning with the task status information.
There are several systems that support the life cycle of change requests. Lifespan
[25] provides notification mechanism based on the life cycle. CCC [7] provides a life cycle support of change requests by separating the life cycle into four phases. PCMS [19] concentrates on providing flexibility for the life cycle of software items and change requests. In these system, however, the coordination among the programmers is limited by the capability of their configuration management systems which are based on the check-in check-out model [9] . Madhavji [15] defines a universal model of changes in software development environments.
The model can represent changes in organizations and project policies. Conflict and redundancy management could be built on their model. Huff, et al, [10] apply the planning paradigm to software development, featuring a truth maintenance system. Croff, et al, [6] use negotiation among agents including human to handle the exception happens during plan execution. Unlike our system, these systems focus on intelligent plan execution process. Martial
[17] describes a conversation model for resolving conflicts using temporal relationship among plans of office activities. Although the model hasa similar negotiation mechanism, it doesn't use any domain specific knowledge and its conflict resolution strategies are not customizable. 
